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Foreword
The purpose of this publication is to assist administrators and teachers

contemplating the introduction of a nongraded elementary program. We

hope to assist by reporting the experience of Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson,

project teachers, Largo Canyon Elementary School, Jemez Mountains Pub-

lic Schools, Gallina, New Mexico.

This study was conducted under the auspices of the New Mexico West-

ern States Small Schools Project, a project directed by 1,fie New Mexico

State Department of Education and financed by the Ford Foundation.

The consultant was Mrs. Ellen Hartnett Digneo, Specialist in Teacher

Education, New Mexico State Department of Education, who worked con-

sistently with the teacher and the students.

DAN D. CHAVEZ

Project Director



Objectives
1. To make a practical test of the nongraded

concept

2. To ensure full consideration of the whole
child as an individual, and to make provi-
sion to care for his particular needs

3. To provide an environment conducive to
better teaching and for better leaning

4. To provide for and implement a program
of individualized and continuous progress
for each child

Each child shall progress throughout the
school program at his own best and individual
rate, without regard to "grade levels" and without
comparison with the progress of other children.

No child shall be required to repeat any year
of school work, No child shall be subjected to any
such labels as having been "retained" or as "re-
peating"; or as having "failed" or "flunked."
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An attempt shall be made to lessen the prob-
lems and tensions caused by the necessity for an-
nual promotions or retentions.

No definite nor specific time limits should be
set for the completion of any level of work by any
child. Each child shall progress through the levels
of achievement at his own rate. Summer vacation,
although longer, should constitute no more of a
"break" in his progress than does the Christmas
vacation.

A child need not be tied down to any particu-
lar level in all subjects. He may show varying fa-
cility in handling different subjects, and his own
schedule should be sufficiently flexible to make
reasonable allowance for such differences.

Provision should be made for the needs of
each child as an individual; the rapid achiever, the
slower achiever, and the more "average" child.
Each child's advancement should be considered as
an individual case,



The Nongraded Elementary School:
The Continuous Progress Program

By MR. AND MRS. JOHN F. THOMPSON

Organization and Administration
The "Continuous Progress Program" is an ex-

periment in individualized progress in a non-
graded school. The terms "ungraded" and "non-
graded" are ineci interchangeably, but "Continu-
ous Pi ogress' better fits the purpose and aims of
the program. Good lad and Anderson, in their book
"The iNongi7aded Elementary School" give the
following definition: . . . nongrading is a verti-
cal pattern of school organization. The nongraded
school provides for the continuous, unbroken, up-
ward progression of all pupils, from the slowest to
the most able."

Largo Canyon &loot is located in western
Rio Arriba County of New Mexico, one of the six
schools in the recently (July, 1964) organized
Jemez Mountains District No. 53. The school
serves four oil and gas company residential areas
(called camps or stations) and two ranches.

The school is located almost forty miles from
a town of any size, and twenty-five miles from a
post office and highway. The maintained dirt
roads are occasionally impassable after heavy
rains. The first regular telephones were being in-
stalled in June, 1965. The somewhat isolated situa-
tion adds its own particular problems, but none
that need interfere with the operation of the
school for good educational practices.

At the close of school, June, 1965, the enroll-
ment for all eight grades was forty-eight pupils.
Highest enrollment has been fifty-six. Parents of
the children are all El Paso Natural Gas Company
or oil company employees, so in general economic
levels show no great differences. All children
come to school by bus (two buses, three routes),
distances varying from two to twenty-four miles.

The school building is large, modern, with a
large partly-shaped fenced playground. There are
three classrooms, a library, large multi-purpose
room, hot lunch kitchen, etc. The staff consists of
two teachers, a cook, and two bus drivers (one of
whom is janitor).

The teachers have completed two years at the
Largo Canyon School: 1963-64 and 1964-65. The
opportunity for taking part in a nongraded pro-
gram in the Ford Foundation Small Schools Pro-
ject was presented on July 1963, while they were
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attending summer school at Arizona State College,
Flagstaff.

The earlier part of the school term of 1963-64
was spent in studying the school situation, evalu-
ation, and in securing additional information on
the nongraded school concept. It was believed that
much valuable help might be available in learning
of the experiences of others. Investigation showed
that there were more than five hundred school
systems in the United States operating under some
version of the nongraded programand many of
them willing to share their experiences and find-
ings. Most of them proved to be larger, urban
schools. However, nongrading appears to be work-
able in any setting.

Considerable reference material was secured
and studied. It was made available to school pa-
trons in various ways a lending basis, reports,
charts, and reproductions. Many letters were writ-
ten: many meetings and discussions held. The lo-
cal school board and the school patrons voted one
hundred per cent to endorse and accept the pro-
gram.

After acquaintance with am:I study of the
Largo school situation, and of the children's
achievement, the need for a cha.ige in direction
from the former strictly "graded' program was
evident.

Supplementary materials and library books
were badly needed. The reading program had for-
merly been confined to the use of only one read-
ing series for all grades. Many ,of the texts were
tattered and torn; some had pages missing. Li-
brary books were fewperhaps less than a hun-
dred volumes for the entire school. In the main,
they consisted of cheaper editions of the "Hardy
Boys" and the "Nancy Drew" se.les. There were
very few supplementary and library books for the
younger children. Reference materials were in
general out of date.

A newly active PTA has, in the past two
years, given the sum of two hundred and forty
dollars for the purchase of library books; two hun-
dred and sixty-three dollars have been available
from the district library fund at the same time.
The school now has well over five hundred library
books, ranging in interest and reading levels from



beginners' easy reading through possibly tenth
grade. There are many biographical and historical
books, also many of the classics at various levels.
An effort has been made to avoid the "watered-
down" type of biography, history, and classic. The
State Library at Santa Fe has sent regular ship-
ments of books on many and varied topics, as
many as one hundred fifty at one time.

The school now has two basic reading series
through eighth-gradefour or five texts, at each
level, and plans have been made to continue add-
ing basic and supplementary materials.

Since the beginning of the program, the teach-
ers have attended two workshops within the state;
have observed ungraded schools and individual-
ized instruction classrooms at Denver and Engle-
wood, Colorado and have attended the course on
"Individualized Instruction" at Central Washing-
ton College, Ellensburg, Washington.

Originally, the program at Largo Canyon
School was planned to cover the first three grades
and fourth grade language arts, but its concepts
and practices were in use throughout the whole
school. (Any teacher is aware of the difficulties in
attempting to conform to strict grade require-
ments when teaching any group of children.) The
situation at Largo made it possibleeven demand-
edthat teaching be adjusted to each child.

From the beginning, the need for a complete-
ly "individualized progress" program began to be
evident. These conditions existed:

1. Many of the children were found to be
considerably retarded in reading achieve-
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ment, considering their abilities and back-
ground.

2. Poor study habits were the rule rather
than the exception.

3. Unenthusiastic attitudes toward school
work.

4. Six children out of the original twenty-one
in the primary room had repeated one or
more grades.

5. Twelve out of thirty in the first four
grades were found, at the beginning of the
school year, to have more or less severe
reading problems, although tested IQs
rated from 98 to 120.

6. Two fifth grade girls had almost come to
a stand-still in all subjects, due to reading
problems.

Achievement and mental abilities tests were
given to all children. Evaluation of tests, and of
children's daily progress in all fields, seemed to
show that conforming to graded standards would
only aggravate already existing difficulties.

The nongraded plan has made possible the
practice of other good teaching concepts. While
chrldren's achievement has been more than satis-
factory, the greatest accomplishment has been in
the changed attitudes toward school, and in the
interest shown in doing good work.



The Nongraded School in Action
As teachers and members of the community,

our two years at Largo Canyon have been satisfy-
ing. We believe that the nongraded program has
proved to be a success. We have put in much hard
work and many long hours, but this was not in

any particular measure due to the nongraded pro-
gram, but due to the problems normal in the
school situation itself. Teaching some fifty chil-

dren in all levels of elementary work, handling all

school activitiesmusic, physical education, pro-
grams, art, playground, lunch room, etc., is a de-
manding job anywhere. The principal of a small
school, in addition to teaching all day, has almost
the same supervisory duties as in a larger school,

with the added problem of doing (or providing
for) his own clerical work. The isolated situation
of the school also at times presented its own needs
for solutionsa distance of sixty miles to the ad-
ministrative office, poor roads, no regular mail or
telephone serviceresulting in inadequacies in
communication.

Instead of adding to these general problems,
we believe that nongrading has lessened many
usual causes of tension, and made easier many as-
pects of teaching. Results have been tangible,
worthwhile, and satisfying to us.

The interest shown in the Largo Canyon
School, and the encouragement, help, and friend-
ly cooperation from the supervisors of the project
and the staff of the State Department of Educa-
tion have been very helpful, pleasing, and reward-
ing.

Children, parents, teachers, and administrat-
ors were given the opportunity to become ac-
quainted with the nongraded concept, and to learn
of its possibilities and practices, Parents were en-
couraged to take a more active interest in school;
to learn of school operations and procedures; and
encou:aged to learn of their rights, duties, and re-
sponsibilities as school patrons and citizens,

Nongraded has helped the' students gain ade-
quate preparation for future school life in Largo
Canyon or in other school systems. Since no high
school facilities; are near, the oil and gas compa-
nies have adopted the policy of transferring an
employee family out of the canyon area when-
ever a child is ready to enter the ninth grade.

Each student has been encouraged in an ac-
tive participation and understanding in all school
programs and activities. They are learning to ac-
cept and understand likenesses and differences
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among themselves and other children. They and
their parents are pleased to learn that it is pos-
sible for each one to make continuous progress at
his own particular rate; that success is attainable
for every child; and that difficulties need provide
only challenges.

Individual evaluation of progress is encour-
aged and practiced.

Self-reliance is encouraged.

Helpful cooperation is encouraged.

Attitudes of several childrenand their par-
entshave changed from dislike and disinterest to
liking school, an active participation and interest
in all school activities. The majority of parents
and many of the children have expressed their ap-
proval of "this new way of doing things."

Compared with the average low reading
achievement of the students at the beginning of

the project, now all children can readand read
wellat their own particular level. At every op-
portunity, there is a general clamor to read aloud
in any audience situation. All enjoy taking part
in creative activitieschoral reading and speak-
ing, reports, and dramatizations, Even former shy
ones appear at ease before a group. The now well-
supplied library has active and continuous use.
All children take, turns as librarians, monitors, ar-
ranging programs, etc.

Many (almost all) write original stories,
poems, and plays. Poetry is read often, and well
liked. Older children put out a monthly school
newspaper, and all are urged to make contribu-
tions. Children of different ages and abilities learn
to work together harmoniously. Projects, maps,
and charts are usually group activities, with each
member contributing what he does best, and aid-
ing others in their part.

Commendable progress has been shown in
achievement in all subjects. Due to their impor-
tance, special emphasis has been given to the lan-
guage arts. Several children formerly could not
handle other subjects, because of reading prob-
lems.

Tensions and anxieties over grades and pro-
motions have been notably absent.

Every effort has been made to encourage and
further continuous individual progress. Individual
differences are recognized and accepted,



We have worked toward the following goals:
1. To ensure that each student masters nec-

essary basic skills and essential subject
matter.

2. To develop individual responsibility for
independent study and progress.

3. To encourage satisfaction in learning.
4. To encourage each student to develop his

own particular talents to the maximum.
None of these come automatically from the

adoption of the ungraded concept, but are made
possible by its adoption. Nongrading is no pana-
cea for problems of curriculum and instruction.
Nongrading a school does not ensure that better
progress will be made, nor will better teaching
and better learning be guaranteed.
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However, a door is opened to more effective,
more creative teaching. Wide and far-reaching vis-
tas will appear in all directions. The challenge is
greatactive interest and hard work from all
members of the "team" are necessary to make any
program a success.

"In education, we know much better than we
do. We have yet to create the best school of which
we are capable. But fortunately we have our vi-
sions. As soon as one vision is translated into re-
ality, it is replaced by others, and each seems bet-
ter than the last. To close the gap between reality
and our best visions is a great task of human en-
gineering, the mission that challenges every edu-
cator who wants to make good schools better."
Goodlad and Anderson, "The Nongraded Elemen-
tary School,'" p. 203.



Shared Responsibilities in the Nongraded School

A. The teacher
1. Collect and analyze all data available for

each child
2. Compare child's past progress with indica-

tions of ability
3. Determine adequacy of present progress

4. Determine level of achievement in all.

areas
5. Determine direction of progress

6. What does he need to help him attain his
best progress?

7. Plan for best use of all available materials

8. Evaluate often

B. The parent
1. Develop interest in child's progress, in

school, in community
2. Be willing to learn, study, listen, cooperate

3. Encourage children and school personnel

4. Evaluate, discuss, compare

C. The child
1. Recognize and accept the challenge pre-

sented by the opportunity for individual
continuous progmss

D. The administration
1. Supply interest and open-mindedness
2. Plan to secure and disseminate informa-

tion (study groups, workshops, speakers,
books, brochures)

3. Encourage planning and discussion

4. Consider most effective use of personnel,
materials, physical plant

5. Evaluatepast, present, future

E. All
1. Recognize that nongrading is an organiza-

tional change
2. Re-evaluate philosophy, policies, and prac-

tices of educational system
3. Will nongrading help us to solve our prob-

lems?

Records and Reports

Efforts were made to keep adequate records
of each child's progress and achievement, and to
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give parents full opportunity to be informed. Re-
cords were kept as follows:

1. Running anecdotal records on reading
(and other subjects as time allowed)

A loose. leaf indexed notebook, with a
page for each child (pages added as
needed)
Informal notes made by teacher on

a. Materials covered
b. Skills covered; learnings achieved
c. Special reports a n d activities

noted
d. Any difficulties; needs for help or

added practice
e. Results of same
f. Any items concerning child's pro-

gress, activities, interests, etc.

Check lists (samples in appendix)
a. Individual (discussed with parent.

Two copiesone for parent, one left
in school records)

b. Class or group recordcovering
learnings in each subject at various
levels

c. Reading report showing dates of
completion of basic materials

3. Scheduled pent conferences
a. Two per yearNovember and April
b. Evenings20 minute periods
c. Above reports and records discussed
d. Representative samples of chil-

dren's work
e. Each child invited to take part in

own conference (parents, children
expressed satisfaction with this)

4. Grade record books
5. Regular report cards
6. Cumulative permanent records

Since other schools, high schools, and colleges
use comparative letter grading, it seemed advis-
able to continue its use, although using the two
systems proved time-consuming. The teachers be-
lieve that the reporting of a child's progress in a
subject or activity by means of a one-letter grade
has proved to be quite inadequate, and sometimes
misleading. The conference-checklist reporting
was used throughout the program in order to pro,



vide more complete records, and also to give more
adequate, comprehensive reports to parents.

Planning and setting up the checklists require
additional time and thought at the beginning of
the program (as implementing all new programs
do), but once in useand being cumulative in ef-
fectdemand no more time than traditional grad-
ing systems. Since they are kept current as the
child progresses through levels and stages of
achievement, they cause less problems than the
tensions often encountered at "report card time."
Anecdotal records require very little more effort
than placing daily grades in a grade book for
every student in every subject, and are far more
informative. (Many conscientious teachers in tra-
ditional graded schools already make a practice of
keeping anecdotal records.)
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In the necessities of a pilot project, records
and checklists for the program at Largo Canyon
were teacher formulated and reproduced. How-
ever, many textbook companies have formulated
.their own checklist type of evaluation. The Scott-
Foresman Company's "Seeing Through Arithme-
tic" has such a series. Many school systems have
formulated their own checklist systems of records.
and also use them in making reports to parents.

Records and reporting systems need to be
planned to fit the individual situation; flexible
enough to cover individual progress; and frequent-
ly reviewed to make sure they are fulfilling their
purpose.



Reporting Pupil Progress in the Nongraded
School

The general problem of reporting pupil pro-
gress to parents has probably received as much at-
tention from both educators and citizens as any
other educational topic. The California State De-
partment of Education reported that they had
more inquiries about reporting pupil progress than
any other.

Reporting is neither a greater or lesser prob-
lem in tthe nongraded school than in a graded
school. The differences are:

1. Learning experiences follow a less rigid
time schedule

2. Progress data 1,; converted into grade
norms

3. Grades are eliminated

4. Performance of each individual is based
on his past record

5. The individual goes at his own rate

6. Home and school cooperation is most im-
portant

7. Parent gives important information to the
teacher

8. The teacher gives the parent a complete
accurate picture of the child's own poten-
tiality and his progress

The parent-teacher conference conducted in
the school was successfully carried out in the pro-
ject.

"Reflecting upon the reasons why so many
people fail to achieve their physical and mental
potentials, Still states, 'It seems pretty clear that
it is not because of poor heredity but because they
fail to discover that they are able, if they choose,
to make more of their lives.' The schools contrib-
ute significantly to the views people hold of their
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own talents. The schools do this in part through
their systems for evaluating and reporting chil-
dren's progress in various aspects of development.
It remains to be asked whether the failures of dis-
covery to which Dr. Still refers can be traced at
least in part to those system:."

Good lad and Anderson dedicated their book,
"The Nongraded Elementary School" as follows:

"To our children, in the hope that their chil-
dren will come to know graded schools only
through their history books."

Joseph W. Still, "Man's Potential and His Perform-
ance," The New York Times Magazine (November 24,
1957). p. 37.



Appendix A: Reporting to Parents in the Non-
graded Program

Conferences are merely one way of reporting
children's school progress to parents (report cards
are another). Regularly scheduled conferences are
becoming more and more commonly used in many
school systems and the method most widely advo-
cated by modern educators. It is very difficult to
make an adequate and understandable report cov-
ering all aspects of progress by using a one-letter
grade. Conferences have been found to be the
most fruitful and effective means by which teach-
ers can report to parents.

Many school systems use conferences along
with report cards in an alternating pattern. Some
schools use conferences and a check-list type of re-
porting; others use conferences alone.

In conferences, parents can learn of the child's
progress in his school subjects, where he is at any
particular time, and estimates of future progress.
Parents rand teachers can become better acquaint-
ed and can plan together for the best progress of
the child.

We hope this short conference will be of value
to you and will give you the opportunity to learn
more of the school's program. Please feel free to
ask any questions on any matter in which you
may be interested.

Largo Canyon School April, 1964

Memo to Parents
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Appendix B: Progress Report onLevels of Reading
Levels Were Determined by Use of Various Textbooks

For Administrative Classification, pupils (1- Pupil's No. Sept. 1963 May 1964 May 1965

10) would be grade 1, pupils (11-21) would be 22 1.4 2.6 3.6

grade 2, pupils (22-25) would be grade 3, pupils 23 1.6 3.0 4.5

(26-31) would be grade 4, pupils (32-37) would be 24 2.0 3.2 4.2

grade 5, pupils (38-42) would be grade 6, pupil 25 2.0 3.2 4.4

(43) would be grade 7, and pupils (44-47) would 26 (retained 1961) 1.6 3.0 5.0

be grade 8. 27 (retained 1962) 1.6 3.0 4.7

28 - 4.0 5.2

Pupil's No. Sept. 1963 May 1964 May 1965 29 - 4.0 5.3

1 _ 1.5 30 3.0 4.4 6.0

2 - - 1.5 31 - - 6.0

3 _ 1.7 32 2.0 3.6 5.7

4 - - 1.7 33 3.0 5.0 6.0

5 - - 1.7 34 (retained 1961) 2.6 4.6 6.0

6 - - 2.0 35 4.0 5.3 6.4

7 - _ 2.4 36 4.0 5.3 6.4

8 - - 2.6 37 4.5 6.0 7.4

9 - - 2.6 38 5.0 6.4 8.0

10 - - 2.4 39 3.4 4.5 6.1

11 1.0 1.6 2.6 40 3.4 5.0 6.5

12 1.0 1.6 2.6 41 5.0 6.5 8.0

13 1.0 1.6 2.6 42 - - 5.0

14 1.0 2.0 3.0 43 - 7.0 8.0

15 1.0 2.0 3.0 44 6.5 7.2

16 1.0 2.4 3.4 45 7.5 8.6 109.00up

17 1.0 2.4 3.2 46 7.5 8.6 10.0 up

18 (retained 1963) 1.2 2.0 3.0 47 6.7 8.4 10.0 up

19 (retained 1963) 1.3 2.0 3.2 (The last three items used the traditional A, B, C,
20 (retained 1963) 1.3 2.0 3.2 D, and F type of grading, required practice
21 - 3.0 throughout the school system.)
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Appendix D: Continuous Progress Program
Child's Name

Basic Materials Primary

READING Book Title

Getting Ready Looking Ahead

Tip The New Streets and Roads

Tip and Mitten Climbing Higher

The Big Show More Streets and Roads

We Look and See ARITHMETIC

We Work and Play Happy Way to Numbers

We Come and Go Arithmetic I

Guess Who Arithmetic II

With Jack and Janet Arithmetic III

Fun with Dick and Jane SPELLING

Up and Away My Word Book 1

The New Our New Friends My Word Book 2

Come Along My Word Book 3

The New Friends and Neighbors PHONICS (workbooks)

On We Go Book A

More Friends and Neighbors Book B

Book C

Book D

(Write date or pages completed in blanks. Cumulative. Make two copiesone for parents' information
one for files. This covers only required materials.)

15
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Appendix F: Appointment Form for
a Reporting Conference

LARGO CANYON SCHOOL

Dear Mr. and Mrs.

We have planned conference schedules as follows:

If these hours are not convenient for you, please let us know when you
will be able to come. Any time this week or next , an be arranged evening
hours or after school. Children are welcome at their own conference.

Very truly yours,

JOHN F. THOMPSON
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Appendix G: Problems Relating to Promotions
and-or Retentions

Shall a child who will face considerable diffi-
f.ulties in doing the work of the following grade be

pro.noted?
What problems are caused by retentionsre-

peating work of an entire grade?

Are double promotions for the fast learner
justified?

Is a policy of "Social Promotions"as opposed
to retentionsjustifiable?

Are teachers and parents ever concerned over
the question of retention or promotion of a par-
ticular child?

To what extent can a teacher be expected to
teach at a level below or above her own particular
grade assignment? And how to solve the problem
of encroaching on texts and materials for other
grades?

Is academic competition with those of more
ability and with wider experiences a good thing
for the slow learner?

Should the fast learner be expected to stay
with the average and the slow learner in materials
and achievement?

How can a child who has already reached the
"frustration" level be helped?

Is it possible to ensure that each child really
assimilates, understands, and uses school learnings
at all levels?

Does every teacher and parent understand ac-
cepted promotion policies of a school system?

How can each child be given the help he
needs to ensure that he progresses at his own best
individual rate?

All teachers, all parents, all administrators are
sometimes confronted by one or more of these
questions. Just establishing a nongraded program
will not solve them, but will provide a basis for
realistic attack and a new viewpoint for viewing
them.

Memorandum to parents explaining problems related to promotions and retentions.
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Appendix H
Questionnaire to Parents

APRIL 22, 1964
For the purpose of making an evaluation of

the year's work in the Continuous Progress (un-
graded) Program, we will appreciate your help in
answering any or all of the following questions:

1. Is this your first experience with
an ungraded school?

2. Do you think you have received
a reasonable amount of infor-
mation concerning the ungraded
program?

3. Have you been informed of your
child's progress in this program?

4. Will you be interested in receiv-
ing more information as it be-
comes available?

5. What is your opinion concerning
a continuation of this program?

6. Do you feel that your child will
receive a fair and reasonable
placement for beginning next
year's work?

A short statement and any questions
or comments, of your opinion of the un-
graded program will be helpful

(The above questions are especially meant for
parents of children in the primary room. How-
ever, any comments or answers from others will
be appreciated.)

FOR ALL PARENTS
Parent-Teacher Conferences
Did one or both parents take part

in the scheduled conferences?
Do you believe that conferences

have any value?

If "yes"in what way?

If conferences are held next year, what is
your opinion as to how many? (Please check an-
swers)

One per school year
Twice a year

or more
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Appendix I
The Continuous Progress Program

LARGO CANYON SCHOOL 1963-64

TABULATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES TO PARENTS

Date sent out: April 22, 1964.

Number sent out (one to each family) : 25.

Number returned: 23.

Answers to questions on Ungraded Program:

Yes No Undecided No answer
1 22 0 1

2 18 *3 2

3 18 1 3

4 19 4

5 17 1 4

6 19 4

*In question 2, regarding receipt of information, two of the "no" an-
swers were from parents recently moved into the school area.

Answers I,T) questions on Parent Conferences (held in March).

Did parents attend conference? One parent: L Both parents: 17. Did
not attend: 1 (illness). No answer: 1.

Do you consider that conferences have any value? Yes: 22. No an-
swer: 1.

How often do you think conferences should be held? One per year: 0.
Two per year: 15. Three or more: 4. No answer: 0.
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